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Construction Safety Planning David V. Army Corps of Engineers on big dam tasks in the Pacific
Northwest through the 1950s. A fresh OSHA era will change that. MacCollum can be a forty-five-
year veteran security engineer who participated in the development of safety planning concepts
utilized by the U. The chance of death on the job for construction industry workers is five
occasions higher than that of the average American worker. Writer David V. The reserve shows
how to integrate security planning into existing style and construction scheduling to avoid
duplicating paperwork which are associated with protection planning.S. MacCollum Building
Safety Planning is a thorough, practical, step-by-step guideline for those who style and oversee
huge and small tasks. In this clearly written reference he highlights the principles and methods
that reduced building deaths by 75 percent and so are today still allowing the Corps of
Engineers to take pleasure from the same decrease nationwide, in comparison with similar work
not really under its supervision--the end result being cost savings of several billion dollars each
year. Information is provided on how best to involve all supervisory personnel as hazard hunters,
so that timely prevention actions can be taken. Designed to facilitate compliance with new
OSHA goals, it presents, for those who are in charge of construction safety, what queries to ask
to avoid circumstances that invite damage or loss of life on site. With this reserve, everyone
working in the field of construction--from style to maintenance--will possess the tools and
knowledge to make a difference.
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Finally, a construction safety text that addresses hazards Figure out how to ask the proper
questions with this phenomenal book. His regular Hazard Information Newsletter continues the
reader up-to-day with each hazard and its own control, on a detailed basis as an expansion of
the book. Dave not only provides a simple approach to a complex subject matter, he focuses on
the critical hazard reputation essential to eliminate (by design) or control those hazards.
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